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To see a world in a grain of sand,
And a heaven in a wild flower,
Hold infinity in the palm of your hand,
And eternity in an hour.
----- William Blake, A Grain of Sand

Introduction
In somewhere of a giant universe, there is an infinite world called Zero.
She is not only a projection of the universe but also an indication of the
form of life. As the beginning of all life, the world begins with a tiny cell
and by self-division, it grows layer by layer, space by space, the world by
world. Eventually, she sets the rules for her own world.
... the whole journey begins with a waterdrop in the space.

Chapter 1

Ambiguous Moment
Observe the space generated by injecting water through a waterdrop in the space.
Analyze how the space generated and move through the water drop.

Animation Frames of the Waterdrop in the Space-station

Rhino Simulation of the Moment of the Explosion of Waterdrop (Particles Model)

By studying the experiments of the water drop in the space
station, we know what is the movement of the waterdrop
without gravity. When the waterdrop in the space-station is
broken, there is a temporary moment that “contemporary
architectural space” exists, which includes void and solid,
and even an ambiguous boundary. Space could transform
from a unique and logical form to an ambiguous and random form.
Through simulating the space of the exploded waterdrop
to explore the vague boundary between the virtual and real
scenarios.

Architectural Form Translation of the Exploded Waterdrop

Translating the 0 gravity liquid to a logical architectural form
which has the similar feature.
By using Kelin Bottle as the architectural form to describe the
ambiguous moment which without any clear boundary of inside and outside.
“In topology, a branch of mathematics, the Klein bottle is an example of a

non-orientable surface; it is a two-dimensional manifold against which a
system for determining a normal vector cannot be consistently defined. Informally, it is a one-sided surface which, if traveled upon, could be followed
back to the point of origin while flipping the traveler upside down. Other
related non-orientable objects include the Möbius strip and the real projective plane. Whereas a Möbius strip is a surface with boundary, a Klein bottle
has no boundary (for comparison, a sphere is an orientable surface with no
boundary).”1

1 “Klein bottle”, Wikipedia, 5 May 2018, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Klein_bottle

Chapter 2

Möbius Space

3 dimensional infinite space by topological structure.

Illustration of 3 Dimensional Infinite Space based on Kelin Bottle

“The Möbius strip is a surface with only one side (when embedded in

three-dimensional Euclidean space) and only one boundary. The Möbius
strip has the mathematical property of being unorientable. It can be realized
as a ruled surface.” 1

Intersection of two Kelin Bottles enables to create an closed 3
dimensional Möbius strip with one continuous surface. Same
as the feature of Kelin Bottle and Möbius strip, the Möbius
space is non-orientable with ambiguous boundary bewtween
spaces.
1 “Möbius strip”, Wikipedia,11 April 2018, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Möbius_strip

Intersection Model of two Kelin Bottles

Section cut of Intersection Model of two Kelin Bottles

Illustration of the Möbius Space

Illustration of the Möbius Space with Multiple Layers

Chapter 3
Initial World

Construction based on Möbius space.

Zero World Draft based on Möbius Space and the Proportion of Urban Planning

As architectural language and prototype, Möbius space is
used to construct an infinite world which without gravity and
the concept of time. The Möbius space has a continuous surface, resulting in the way of the growth of the world which is
layer by layer. Due to the ambiguous boundaries, there is no
clear definition of each space and each layer. The system exists as a whole.

Zero World Draft based on Möbius Space and Bacteria Structure

An entire new infinite world is constructed by combining different subjects with multiple scales, pseudo-science and the
prototype of Möbius space.
The world herself is not only the infinite architectural space
but also an infinite living system that has a fertility.

Illustration of 4th Layers of Zero World
Cultivation

Illustration of 5-6th Layers of Zero World
Repository&Transition

Illustration of Initial 3 Layers of Zero World
Birth & Death & Refreshment

The Zero world gives birth to the creature who has the same
structure as their mother. These creatures live inside of the
architectural form of the body and create their society based on
Zero’s metabolism. As the children of Zero, they have a duty to
maintain and fix their mother.

The Entire Zero World Illustration

Chapter 4
Zero

A pseudo-world made from pseudo-science

Despite the matter and rules that human beings are familiar
with, proportion and Mathematics as the general parameters
exist in the whole universe. Therefore, a new unit is created
and applied for developing this infinite world. All the spaces and layers are growing depends on the proportion of the
basic units.

Proportion of Zero

Based on the preset proportion and the perfect geometry, the
growth of Zero depends on the basic demands of the creation.
Eventually, it develops a six-layered world with no gravity.
Each layer is formed by certain elements of pseudo-science,
and these layers also work as her organs, which define the
different worlds.
Considering the functions of each layer, the sequence of the
spaces is from private to public, and the proportion becomes
lager from inside to outside.

Layers of Zero with Proportion

The 1st layer is Zero’s brain, where her consciousness exits.
For Zeroans, this is their womb, where they born.
The 2nd layer is Zero’s heart but is also used as Zeroan’s
grave. The dying Zeroan sleeps here and returns their body
to Zero.
The 3rd layer is Zero’s small intestine which collects nutrients. Zeroan uses this area for refreshment. This is the
world where awareness and knowledge develop as collective consciousness.
The 4th layer is the stomach of Zero, it is a double layered
space. Zeroans use the inner layer for consumption and
interaction, while outer layer for cultivation.
The 5th layer is the large intestine, where all the excretion of
Zero is stored. The Zeroan uses this place as the repository
for litter.
The 6th layer is the last layer, a transition space between the
outer world and the inner world. It is also a double layered
space. Once the garbage spaces are full, the outer layer
opens and discards the garbage. It also could open to collect elements in the universe. The Zeroan cannot stay here
because their body is not stable once they go outside of
Zero system.
The Zeroan lives with Zero and understands their mother is
the whole world whereas, for Zero, she is also just one tiny
member of the universe which has a similar structure as
Zero world

Plan and Section of Zero

Animation of Zero
https://www.behance.net/gallery/66183917/Zero-04?

Animation of Zero
https://www.behance.net/gallery/66183917/Zero-04?

Hi, I am Zeroan, who has the similar body
structure as my mother Zero.

My body will be
absorbed by mother
when I die, in the 2nd
layer which is Zero’s
heart

I were born in the center
layer of Zero’s brain

I develop awareness and knowledge
in the 3rd layer, which is Zero’s small
intestine

4th layer is the
stomach of Zero.
We grow our food

And bring the food
from outer layer to
inner layer to eat

6th layer is a dangerous place. It is a
transition bewteen Zero and outside. My
body is not stable there.

The 5th layer is the
large intestine, where
the waste is disposed

Rendering of Zero

Axo Cut of Zero
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